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ties and final dispositions once outside the United States?
The trio of aircraft are B-24J-1-NT USAAF s/n 42-78774,

registration N79426; B-24J-20-FO 44-48812/N79427; and 
B-24J-20-FO 44-48838/N79428. These Liberators, coinciden-
tally, spent the last half of their Army Air Force careers with
the 2523rd Base Unit at Hondo AAF, Texas, and the 3502nd
Base Unit at Chanute Field, Illinois. The
2523rd was a navigation school while
the 3502nd was a technical school train-
ing B-24 pilots and flight instructors. 

After the war, all three aircraft were
acquired for educational purposes from
the Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration (RFC) by the Bunker Hill School
of Aeronautics, located on the former
Naval Air Station Bunker Hill, north of
Kokomo, at Peru, Indiana. The RFC
sold the Liberators directly from their
last operational base, Chanute Field,
rather than flying them to the surplus
yards at Altus, Oklahoma; Augusta,
Georgia; Kingman, Arizona; or Walnut
Ridge, Arkansas.

In addition to the three B-24 Liberators, the school possi-
bly acquired as many as three Curtiss C-46As, one of which is
C-46A-45-CU 42-96702 that was surplused at Walnut Ridge,
Arkansas, on 30 October 1945. Other aircraft known to have
been acquired by the Bunker Hill School included Vultee
SNV-1 (BuNo 34245), a pair of AT-6s, one SNJ-4 (BuNo
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EDITOR’S NOTE A number of
unknown or unconfirmed post-World War
II careers of B-24 Liberators have been
sewn-up in the six years since Warbirds
International ran the Nick Veronico’s
pioneering two-part feature “Mystery of
the Missing Liberators” (unfortunately,
these back issues are no longer available).
This article deals primarily with the B-24
Liberators that were acquired by schools or
as memorials in the immediate post-war
years. An updated table of these aircraft
has been included elsewhere in this article.

THE SEARCH
CONTINUES TO
CONFIRM THE
HISTORIES OF 
POST-WAR SURPLUS
CONSOLIDATED 
B-24 LIBERATORS

B-24J 44-48812, buzz number 136 leads a second Liberator, either B-24J-1-NT, 42-78774, or B-24J-20-FO 44-48812, and C-46A 42-96702.
When the Bunker Hill School of Aeronautics was closed down, the State of Indiana sold off its assets and these aircraft were flown out
and sold to new operators. Until now, it was unknown where these aircraft were between the time they were surplused and when they
appeared on the civil register as well as their final fates. It is interesting to note that 44-48812 carries the slogan “GUARD THE VICTO-
RY — ENLIST IN THE AAF” on the forward lower fuselage. These types of slogans were usually added to operational aircraft and was
in response to the mass destruction of America’s WWII aerial armada. There were those in the military that realized the Soviets were
rapidly becoming a major threat to democracy while also expanding their aerial resources. (Bob Davies via Howard County Historian
Craig Trott)
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With the war over, the Liberator fleet was quickly destroyed. It
seems that the majority of B-24s serving in the Pacific were simply
scrapped at their last base of operation. These Jolly Roger combat

MASK A-RAIDER, already stripped of components, awaits its turn to
be turned into scrap at Morotai.

The first tie-up of serial numbers, registrations, and unan-
swered questions were the trio of B-24J Liberators that
were shown as having been acquired by S. Jack Ingram
of Dallas, Texas, on 1 February 1954, then subsequently

sold out of the country. Two questions surround these Liberators
— where were these aircraft between the end of World War II
and the early months of 1954, and what are the aircraft’s identi-

Some of the Liberators at Morotai sur-
vived into the late 1940s before being
completely scrapped.

While the Pacific Liberators were scrapped overseas, many ETO B-24s were flown back
to the States in an effort that must have cost a fortune. The aircraft were then distrib-
uted to various RFC/WAA storage yards and offered for sale. Only a very few survived
and the majority were sold as part of vast lots of aircraft to scrappers. With their engines
removed, these Liberators at Kingman, Arizona, including OLD BLACK MAGIC have fallen
back on their tails.

There was a limited attempt to save some
of the incredible nose art on the Liberators
but only a few examples were saved.


